
Progress Update 1) MLE

How do we present data in a 

consistent manner?

Livestock ontologies and vocabularies WG

✓ Address challenge of inconsistent terms

✓ Make use of existing vocabularies and 

ontologies

✓ Find ways to map and link ontologies, and 

highlight gaps 

✓ Connect and collaborate on common 

interests
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Purpose and goals

• Knowledge sharing

• Bringing people together

• Connecting people with challenges to 
people with solutions

• Collaborate on roadmaps, plans and 
strategies

Promote: Help people make use of 
existing ontologies

Test: review existing standards and validate 
terms and see if they meet peoples’ needs

Map: help link existing ontologies and 
vocabularies, identify gaps and areas for 
further work
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WG developments to date…

• Identified clear interest for sharing knowledge and experience among community

• Developed a summary overview of existing livestock-related ontologies

• LD4D offers foundation for future discussion and collaboration
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Bringing together key actors from livestock worlds and ontologies worlds
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WG developments to date…

Actions decided at Edinburgh workshop, December 2019 

• Agreed to set up a workspace and facilitate online discussions to develop a strategy to 
cooperate incl cooperation within specific modules/domains

• Consider who else should be invited to participate

• Agree on some top level principles: identify different ontology standards, principles and 
best practices, 

• Map expertise and interests of community members. 

• Who works with what data and where? Map our data domains (e.g. Animal Health, 
Animal Production), assets, resources and potential terminology opportunities, to 
generate a snapshot of where the needs and opportunities are. 
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SEBI Use Cases
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• Develop a reporting system for monitoring BMGF livestock 

initiatives across multiple investments

• Livestock indicators cover delivery of animal health products, AI 

delivery and chicks

• Visualisations provide readily available views of the of livestock 

indicators by country and by year, harmonizing across datasets

Livestock data KPIs?
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Livestock 

portfolio

data

Bespoke structures

ODK

Mobile apps

Off the shelf 

products

SAGE/SAP

Data transcribed 

Paper

R Code to 

Harmonize data

Livestock data - use what terms?

Animal health  
diseases, products

Animal production  
breeds
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Livestockdata.org

• Creation of visualizations using livestock data, but tag using what terms to 

allow users to find the right content?

• We can search AGROVOC, potentially existing ontologies for a livestock 

vocabulary, but what about missing terms?
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Discussion, questions, thoughts, suggestions …

SEBI questions…

• How would we go about picking the relevant livestock terms from Agrovoc? e.g. ILRI top 
100 terms in CGSpace

• How to match these against OBO foundry?
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Next Steps?

• Develop a draft vision and goals for the 
wider working group and share for review 

• Identify key issues and shared problems 
and use these as a mandate to work 
together

• Agree on some top level principles: 
identify different ontology standards, 
principles and best practices

• Map expertise and interests of community 
members: Who works with what data and 
where? 

• Rather than achieve consensus on terms, 
‘agree to disagree’ and use techniques to 
map things together: how do different 
ontologies combine. Need domain 
knowledge to go ahead

• Agrovoc – do we develop own schema eg.
“livestock-voc”?


